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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
A LESSONS LEARNED DOCUMENT FOR DISPUTES IN FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
by
Cagri Cinkilic
Florida International University, 2009
Miami, Florida
Professor Mehmet Emre Bayraktar
The purpose of this research is to identify, analyze and evaluate the current
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) reports in DRB database and develop a
utilized, user friendly lessons learned document for FDOT and contractor. The analysis of
the reports in the DRB database illustrated that, most common disputes in governmental
transportation projects in Florida are due to unforeseen conditions. Over the course of this
research, lessons were developed according to the recommendations made by DRB
agents at the end of each case in 262 reports. Parties involved in a FDOT project can
check this document to avoid recurrence of the negative outcomes and promote
recurrence of the positive outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
Over the years the construction industry dealt with the resolution of claims and
disputes because of the adversarial nature of this industry. R.B Hellard (1987), D.A
Langford (1992), M. Smith (1992), and S.O. Cheung and C.H. Suen (2002) stated that
disputes are inevitable in construction because schedule delays, material overruns,
unexpected conditions can be the subject of costly and prolonged claims and
litigation. These create some trouble for all parties to a construction project.
In transportation business, projects determine where people live and work and
how communities evolve. Because of these impacts, great controversy exists around
transportation policies and their implementation. Parties involved in the transportation
business are finding themselves in need of better ways to identify preferred approaches to
solving transportation problems.
1.2. Problem Statement
Dispute in construction industry might be coming in the form of financial, legal or
any other. Wahi (2008) stated that disputes most often leads to problems, losses in terms of
economic, time, market share and reputation. According to Groton (1997); Mitropoulos
and Howell (2001) evidence showed that the amount of disputes on construction
projects can be reduced through dispute identification.
Caldas, Gibson, Weerasooriya, and Yohe (2009) stated that repetitive mistakes on
big projects are costly for the construction industry; on the contrary, the benefits of
repeating the positive outcomes from previous cases are great. It is also stated that an
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effective lessons learned system is a great step in the management of knowledge and it
will lead a great benefit in the competitive construction industry.
In the field of transportation, lessons learned can be applied at different points in a
variety of ways. These processes are helpful for dealing with problems and issues at the
local, regional, state, and national levels. They can be used throughout the entire sequence
of transportation decision making, from transportation planning to project development.
Lesson learned is well revered in its theoretical state; however, there is a serious
disconnect when it comes to real-life application. Lessons learned are under-utilized
within transportation industry or mistakenly applied. There are numerous problems faced
by practitioners: Many of the available lessons learned (a) are theoretical in nature, (b) are
not readily useable for construction applications, and (c) their reliability and benefits are
not clear. Therefore, a close examination of the available statements/disputes at Dispute
Resolution Board (DRB) database is necessary to be adjusted to help the industry to
benefit from past cases.
1.3. Research Objective
The purpose of this research is to identify, analyze and evaluate the current
dispute reports in DRB database and develop a lessons learned document for FDOT.
1.4. Research Methodology
The flowchart shown in Fig ure 1.1 outlines the phases of this research. A detailed
explanation for each phase is presented in the introduction section of its respected
chapter.
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Figure 1: Research Methodology Outline
1.4.1. Literature Review
The first phase of the research methodology included a thorough literature review
on disputes and lessons learned. The following resource mediums were used to perform
the literature review: academic journals, technical reports, news articles, and online
resources.
1.4.2. Analysis of Disputes
In this section, disputes in the DRB database were analyzed by taking into account
the topics such as number of disputes, origin of the disputes, time value of the disputes,
monetary value of the disputes, and the results of them. The details will be explained in
chapter 3.
1.4.3. Lessons Learned
In this section, lessons learned are developed for each problem that may come up
in every transportation projects during. Lessons learned will be explained in detail in
chapter 4.
1.5. Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 presents the literature conducted for this research. This section includes
an overview on lessons learned, the impact of lessons learned on the transportation
projects. The section ends with a summary of the chapter.
Chapter 3 of the thesis provides categorization of the 262 disputes in DRB
database. The first section provides introduction to 262 disputes of DRB cases. The next
section provides the first categorization developed about lessons learned by considering
contractual documents. The next section explores the modification to first categorization
due to being still not user friendly. The next two sections provide the similar studies done
in the previous two sections selecting a different perspective; project stages in
transportation projects. The last section of the chapter provides a summary for the results.
The focus of Chapter 4 is the lessons learned. The first section is an introduction
that provides an overview of lessons learned. The next section provides a detailed account
of how the lessons learned were created. The majority of the chapter consists of the
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lessons learned and the different elements associated with it. The last section in this
chapter is a summary of the results.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the thesis and a summary of the results. It
presents the research contribution to the body of knowledge, provides limitations of the
research and then ends with future research possibilities.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Introduction
H.S Richard (2002) mentioned that the construction business has recently
appeared to be one of the most prone to problems and opposing ideas with disputes on
construction projects. Schedule delays, material overruns, unexpected conditions can be
the subject of expensive and protracted claims and litigation, and create serious
risks for all parties to a construction project.
The first task in this research was to conduct a thorough literature review. The
objectives of this literature review were to provide an overview of disputes, lessons
learned, DRB concept, and solutions applied so far in decision making process of
transportation business. Moreover, it targets to focus on evaluation of the impact that
lessons learned have on decision making process. The following resources were used to
achieve the presented objectives: academic journals, technical reports, news articles, and
online resources.
2.2. Definition of Disputes
In the Longman dictionary dispute is defined as a serious argument or
disagreement between two parties, either contractual or non contractual. In dictionary of
law dispute is defined as a conflict of claims or rights. Dispute appears when one of the
parties requests something from the other ones by referring to their contract and the
request is not resolved.
Hibberd, Newman (1999) explained that a dispute takes place if there is a certain
dissimilarity of opinion regarding the understanding and application of the contract.
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In summary, disputes in a simplest way in principle is that it is a
disagreement between groups of people of which either one or both of the parties
involved in an agreement did not success to deliver the agreed work. The more detailed
information about the disputes will be provided in the next chapter.
The strategy that will be used to categorize the disputes focuses on the primary
knowledge of memory of stored cases recording specific prior cases. In addition to this, as
Ernst and Young (2006) clarified in the survey that 91 % believed that lessons learned on
projects are critical, remembering what has been learned so far both from mistakes and
successes will prevent the industry from repeating mistakes. The method is based on two
principles. First, the world is regular: similar problems have similar solutions.
Consequently, solutions for similar problems are a useful starting point for other cases.
Second, the types of the problems an engineer encounters tend to recur. Therefore, future
cases are likely to be similar to current cases. When the two principles hold, it is worth to
remember and reuse current reasoning (Leake 1996).
In Case Based Reasoning (CBR), tasks are often divided into two classes,
interpretive CBR and problein-solving CBR (e.g., Kolodner, 1993; Rissland, Kolodner, &
Waltz, 1989). Interpretive CBR uses prior cases as reference point to classify or
characterize new cases. The second class; problem solving CBR uses prior cases to
suggest solutions that might be implement to new cases. Since each claim case is unique,
prior cases will be used to form a judgment about or cla:ssification of a new case, by
comparing and contrasting it with new cases that have already been classified (Ashley &
Rissland, 1987). Also, Ashley (1990), Bain (1989), Branting (1991), Cuthill (1992) and
Sanders (1994) stated that interpretive CBR played a fundamental role in interpreting
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legal concepts. The method held in this research is similar to interpretive CBR. Basically,
interpretive CBR consists of four steps.
First, the reasoner must perform situation assessment (Kolodner 1993; Owens
1991), to determine which features of the current situation are really relevant. In order to
do that, it is necessary to categorize claims in the DRB database in an orderly manner.
Concerning the category for claim source classification there are many studies
conducted on different topics; claim nature analysis and industrial experiences, court
cases, contractual documents. Fenn et al (1997) summarized these research efforts
conducted by some authors between the years 1991 and 1997 in construction business in
the following table on the next page:
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Research Author Sources of Conflicts and Disputes in Construction
1)change of scope
2)change conditions
Hewit (1991) 3)delay
4)disruption
5)acceleration
6) termination
1) determination of agreement
2) payment related
Watts and Scrivener (1993) 3) site and execution of work
4)time related
5) final certificate
6) tort
1)management
2) culture
3) communication
4) design;
hys Jones (1994) 5) economics;6) tendering pressures
7) law
8) unrealistic expectations
9) contracts
10) workmanship
1)contract terms
2) payment
3) variations
Heath et al. (1994) 4) time
5) nomination
6) renomination
7) information.
Sykes (1996) 1) misunderstandings2) unpredictability
1) acceleration
Semple et al. (1996) ) weather
4) changes
1) payment
2) performance
Conlin et al. (1996) 3)delay
4)negligence
5)quality
6) administration.
Table 1: Claim Resource Classification between 1991 and 1997
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After 1997, Kumaraswarny and Yogeswaran (1998), Yate (1998) and Bristow
(1998) indicated the reasons of the construction disputes in the following figure:
IMPORTANT REASONS FOR DISPUTES
REASONS EASONS
R EA ONS
Figure 2: +Claim Resource Classification iu year 1998
From 2002 to 2006 several researches were conducted to classify the factors that
drive the development of the disputes. The following table illustrates these studies:
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IMPORTANT REASONS FOR DISPUTES
REASNS RASSON
1 - fi 0m m ep A00
A >~0tP~ otoR R EEIAIiONII
Figure 3: Claim Resource Classification between 2002 and 2006
In addition to those reasons for dispute, sorme researchers pinpointed that the mnost
irnportant reasons for disputes are observed frorn the inconsistency in the contract
docurment. Each has different reasons for this dispute, however, in general, it can be said
that these group of researchers defend the idea that inconsistencies often are the cause of
disputes since each party will favor the interpretation that better suits his or her position.
The following table shows the reasons of different researchers for this dispute.
II
REAS )N : RESONS
DISCREPACY INDCNTRACTAOCUMENT
O~t-
EASN REASON
Figure 4: Resources of Discrepancy in Contract Documents
Moreover, Ameer Ali (2005) stated that payment is the lifeblood of the
construction projects. The reason for this is because construction projects require a lot of
money to be done. In addition to Ameer Ali (2005), Murdoch J and Hughes (2000) stated
undoubtedly the most important of all obligations is to pay the Contract Sum. In the
following figure, the researchers and their reasons for this payment issue is illustrated.
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PAYMENT
REAQN$ REA$ON$
- - -PAYMENT$
REASN$ EASONS
Figure 5: Reasons for Disputes Regarding Payment
Another important item for construction disputes is named as variation. At the
time of tender, the design of the project is rarely completed in detail because; it is highly
possible to have some changes during the construction. Therefore, items in the contractual
documents may be changed means that the design team may not be required to complete
their design until a very late phase. K.S Harban Singh (2003) pinpointed that result of
such changes both in terms of the financial and the legal aspects can be a major basis of
disagreement between the contracting parties.
The second step of CBR is based on the results of situation assessment; the
reasoner retrieves a relevant prior case or prior cases. For this step, it should be verified
that all cases in the database are included in the CBR system (collectively exhaustive) and
each case is to be placed under a specific category (i.e.: stages of construction; foundation
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etc.) so all new cases can be compared and most relevant one can be retrieved efficiently.
For this, a CBR technique will be used after reviewing all available techniques.
Third, the reasoner then compares those cases to the new situation, to determine
which interpretation applies.
Finally, the current situation and the interpretation are then saved as a new case on
which to base future reasoning.
2.3. Dispute Resolution Board Concept
2.3,1. What is DRB?
CEOs of profitable construction projects resolve claims and disputes adequately
and efficiently. Some participants having the right combination of leadership skills,
technical ability, business shrewdness, and interpersonal skills to resolve disputes among
themselves take place in some number of projects. Other projects are cursed with
problems and claims which are unfriendly and complicated to resolve. Most projects are
in these two extremes. Owners beginning a construction project need to develop a
technique for resolving the range of claims they might confront during the execution of a
project. One of the most effective ways is the DRB. The DRB is a panel of three
impartial reviewers formed at the beginning of the project to monitor the progress in the
construction site, support to avoid disputes, and help to find solution of the disputes
during the execution of the project.
The board provides the parties with a fair environment and an enlightened and
rational basis for finding a solution for their disputes. The Board has knowledge and
experience with (1) the design and construction steps pertaining to the project, (2) the
construction ways and means used on the project, (3) the analysis and application of the
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contract documents, and (4) other processes of dispute resolution. Since DRB
recommendations are non-bonding, the parties remain in control of the ultimate decision.
2.3.2. How does DRB work?
The Board is formed before site work commences and meets at the jobsite
periodically. One of the three impartial professionals is selected by the owner with the
confirmation of the contractor, one of them is selected by the contractor with the
confirmation of the owner and the last one is selected with the agreed decision of the both
the contractor and the owner. The board chooses one as chair with the approval of the
contractor and the owner. The contract documents are given to the board in order to make
the board familiar with the procedures of the project. The board meets with owner and
contractor representatives during regular site visits and encourages the resolution of
disputes at the job level. The three professionals in the board help the parties prevent
disputes before they lead to major problems.
When a solution cannot be found by the parties for a dispute falling from the job
site or the contract, the case can be transferred to the DRB. By the time the DRB comes
up with a recommendation, it reviews the hearings received from the parties at which
each party explains its position for the case. In arriving at a recommendation, the DRB
considers the relevant contract documents, correspondence, other documentation, and the
particular circumstances of the dispute.
15
Figure 6: DRB3 Process
The res ut includes a written, non-binding recommendation for resolution of the
dispute. The DRB report consists of an explanation of the Board's evaluation of the facts,
contra ct provisions and the reasons that led to its conclusion. Depending on the
confidence in DRB mnember's technical knowledge, earliest understanding of the project
conditions, and practical judgment; as well as by the parties opportunity to be heard,
acceptance or denial of the recommendation can be observed. Although the board
recommrendation for resolution of a dispute is non-binding excluding the incentive and
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disincentive projects, the DRB is the most effective process if the contract language
includes a provision for the eligibility of a DRB recommendation into any following
arbitration or legal proceeding.
2.3.3. DRB Benefits
All parties on the construction project and to the project itself benefit from the
DRB process in terms of both claim avoidance and resolution of disputes. The first
benefit is claim avoidance. With the help of selected three professionals that are
technically knowledgeable and experienced, the job site is monitored regularly and incase
of a disagreement, the DRB team can handle the problem just in time before something
serious takes place. The readily accessible dispute resolution process that uses a team of
equally chosen, technically well-informed and skilled professionals familiar with the
project tends to promote agreement on problems that would otherwise be referred to
arbitration or litigation after a long and harsh period of posturing. It is established that the
DRB process creates positive relations, open communication, and the trust and
collaboration that is essential for the parties to resolve troubles harmoniously. Quite a lot
of reasons for this consequence are, counting: (1) the parties are unwilling to posture by
taking tenuous or extreme positions, since they do not want to lose their trustworthiness
with the DRB members and (2) since the Board encourages the punctual recommendation
of disputes and handles disputes on an personal basis, the collection of claims is
minimized, therefore avoiding accumulation of unresolved claims that can generate an
ambiance which fosters acrimony.
The second benefit is that the Board encourages the parties to resolve claims and
disputes without delay, professional way. The Board members request for the possible
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problems and the status report of claims during the meetings held periodically. The Board
encourages the parties to center on early identification and resolution of problems. Many
cases illustrated that the parties resolve the problems and disputes by referring to the
Board in an informal way.
It is found that the DRB process is more successful than any other technique of
alternative dispute resolution for construction disputes. Success rate is very high (98%
until 2007) in resolving disputes without appealing to litigation (DRB Manual, 2007).
There are numerous factors for this statistic. First, the Board consists of members having
knowledge and experience with (a) relevant design and construction processes to the
project, (b) means and methods engaged on the project, (c) the appliance of contract
documents, and (d) additional processes of dispute resolution. Since recommendation of
the Board is non-binding excluding incentive and disincentive projects, the parties stay in
control of the final decision. Next, when compared with the other dispute resolution
techniques such as litigation and arbitration, the DRB process is extremely cheap. Next,
The Board addresses the disputes as soon as a deadlock appears between the parties.
Early resolution of disputes permits the parties to avoid the high expense and
unpredictability of post project litigation. In addition to this, owners and contractors will
avoid unproductive moments in the project lifecycle. While other methods for resolving
disputes exist, none of them have the advantage of independent, knowledgeable
professionals who visit the site during performance of the project.
2.3.4. DRB Limitations
Sometimes, there are some restrictions for the Board to control technical issues as
different from matters requiring the application or understanding of the general and
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supplementary items and special provisions of the contract. The DRB team can deal with
all problems if they are allowed to do so in the contract. In other words, the team can not
go beyond the contract provisions.
2.4. Lessons Learned
2.4.1. What are Lessons Learned?
Throughout the construction of any facility knowledge is obtained and lessons are
learned both from positive experiences and negative experiences through several
resources; passive collection, reactive collection, after action collection, action collection,
anonymous collection etc. As time passes, those people involved in construction life cycle
have the chance to collect a plenty of knowledge, some of which is hardly gained.
Purpose of using lessons learned is to support promoting recurrence of successful
outcomes, and precluding the recurrence of unsuccessful outcomes. However, how many
of these lessons, learned at great human or financial cost, are transferred in between
projects and in between persons? Unluckily, very few organizations can claim they have
an effective Lessons Learned process that spans their global project operations. Survey
done by Ernst and Young (2006) revealed that, although 91% of the respondents believed
Lessons Learned reviews on projects were important, only 13% said their organizations
performed them on all projects and only 8% believed the primary objective of the reviews
was to understand the benefits that would accrue to the organization.
2.4.2. Lessons Learned Barriers
In the field of transportation, the lessons learned from claims are kept in DRB
database. The application of lessons learned gained from previous cases to other/new
cases is rare, supporting the survey results conducted by Ernst and Young (2006). It can
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be seen that, there are some barriers that prevent effective implementation of lessons
learned. These barriers are: (i) too general to be passed from one case to another, (ii)
ambiguous, not mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive to implement, (iii) not
typically linked to project stage, (iv) lacking of a meaningful classification system, (v)
difficulty in integrating new systems into existing procedures and operations, (vi)
unmanageable format that limits access, retrieval, and updating of the potentially
enormous volume of lessons etc. (Marlin, 2008).
2.4.3. Lessons Learned Benefits
To overcome these problems mentioned in the barriers part, traditional (existing)
methods to implement lessons learned to projects will be edited to help the industry
benefit from them more effectively. Spilsbury, Perch, Norgbey, Rauniyar, and Battaglino
(2007) stated that lessons learned provide many benefits if used effectively. These
benefits can be mentioned as follows; lessons learned allow other practitioners to learn
from previous experience and avoid reinventing the wheel. They help stakeholders at
different levels understand the relevance of other activities, and achievements, thus
improving collaboration and co-ordination. Moreover, lessons inform decision-makers to
help avoid common mistakes and help promote a more enabling environment.
2.4.4. Review of Lessons Learned
Professional evaluators in United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP,
January, 2007) developed 'minimum guality criteria for evaluation of lessons. A quality
lesson must concisely capture the context from which it is derived, must be applicable in
a different context (generic), have a clear 'application domain'.
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Approximately two hundred and sixty two reports from DRB database produced
between 1994 and 2008 were reviewed against the above criteria. The main aim while
developing lessons is to match these cretieria. This categorization will be explanied in the
next chapter.
2.4.5. Who Are the Users of Lessons Learned?
The lessons learned targets a wide range of users. From automotive industry, to
marketing, from construction industry to agriculture industry, lessons can be learned from
the large-scale marshalling of people both from positive or negative moments. The
lessons learned collected from the diverse perspectives of different projects can help the
parties to promote the recurrence of successful outcomes and preclude the recurrence of
unsuccessful outcomes in the future.
2.5. Parties: Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and The
Contractor
Fenn et al. (1997) stated that for years there are disagreements between the owners
and the contractors. For transportation business in Florida, for government projects
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) is the owner. The Florida Department of
Transportation is established to serve the Florida state of United States by guaranteeing a
fast, safe, efficient, accessible and convenient transportation system that meets critical
national interests and improves the quality of life of the people. With the responsibility
for shaping and administering policies and programs to protect and improve the safety,
suitability, and efficiency of the transportation system and services, FDOT is one of the
capital agencies in the federal government.
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Predictably, each party's priorities are at conflict with the others, establishing a
recurring cycle of fighting. Howard et al. (1997) stated the differences in between the
parties. In owner's perspective, the aim in the project is to obtain maximum quality,
functionality and capacity while keeping the cost at minimum. On the contractor's side,
the purposes are to build up a satisfied client, to achieve financial goals in long run which
can be established by keeping the resources used in the site minimum to meet the
minimum required scope of work.
2.6. Summary
The literature review provided the basics for understanding the rest of the thesis
content. The review covered the following areas: overview of disputes, lessons learned,
dispute resolution board (DRB) and the parties involved in the project. The following
resources were used to achieve the presented objectives: academic journals, technical
reports, news articles, and online resources.
Two facts that form the basis of the thesis were revealed after completing the
literature review: the lack of organization of the disputes, related reasons and results
causes inefficient use of lessons learned from these experiences in construction industry.
In addition to this, a research about lessons learned especially in transportation projects
has not been studied yet. The state-of-practice of lessons learned usage in the
transportation business is needed. There were two major shortcomings with this
research as it related to construction practitioners: 1) the categorization of disputes did not
have a certain form for users to place the new cases in future and 2) the lessons learned
were not studied to help the industry promote the recurrence of the successful outcomes
and prohibit the unsuccessful outcomes.
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DISPUTE CHARACTERISTICS
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, a detail analysis of 262 DRB disputes and results will be shown
and elaborated by using frequency analysis, tables, and pie chart for each district. Data is
analyzed and interpreted as presented to achieve the objectives of the study.
3.2. Characteristics of Disputes
3.2.1. Data & Information
Relevant data and information are gathered to establish the connections between
broad ranges of subjects in this research. DRB database is used to collect the relevant
information for the disputes. In this section 262 disputes in DRB database will be
analyzed. All disputes are issued by the contractors to DRB to be resolved except one.
The following table illustrates the number of disputes coming from each dispute.
Number o Disputes
District 1 75
District 2 14
District 3 8
District 4 19
District 5 40
District 6 2
District 7 58
District 8 46
Table 2: Number of Disputes in Each District
As it can be seen from the table, District 1 has the most number of the disputes in
the DRB data base with 75 disputes. The second one is District 7 and the third one is
District 8 with the numbers 58 and 46 respectively.
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The subsequent table shows the number of disputes under general characteristics
of material, quality, safety, plans & specifications, construction methods, equipment, third
party hindrance, quantity variation, unforeseen conditions and the permit issues.
Ch aracteristics Number of Dis utes
Material 32
Quality 3
Safety 4
Plan: & Specifications 43
Construction Methods 22
Equipment 2
Third Party Hindrance 21
Quantity Variation 58
Unforeseen Conditions 67
Permit 1
TOTAL 262
Table 3: Number of Disputes under General Characteristics
FDOT (Owner) often tries to utilize construction contract language to assign
responsibility for unforeseen conditions among themselves, contractors, and designers.
However, here, it can be observed that sixty seven disputes (%26) are under unforeseen
conditions. Using the data from several recent studies, it is revealed that the actual
contract language used is for the most part unrelated to the actual costs borne by FDOT
and contractors. To avoid disputes related with unforeseen conditions, interpretive
approach and early resolution of disputes are required (Halligan et al. 1987). To do so,
lessons learned can be used to resolve similar disputes by comparing with the previous
cases and results. The detailed information about unforeseen conditions and related
lessons learned will be provided in the next chapter. Quantity variation is the second most
encountered dispute characteristic with fifty eight disputes (%22). The third dispute is
plans and specifications with forty three disputes (% 16).
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In the following tables the analysis of the disputes are shown. The first analysis is
based on the party that issued the case to DRB. As it can be seen from the table all
disputes were issued to DRB by the contractors besides one. There was not a big gap
between the parties that won the cases after DRB results. Out of 262 disputes, the
contractors won 119 (% 45.42) times while FDOT won 133 (% 50.76). In addition to
these numbers, ten times (% 3.82) the disputes were concluded in negotiation.
Claimer
Contractor 261
Owner/FDOT 1
Winner
Contractor 119
ow ner FDOT 133
Negotiate 10
% of Wirnig (FDOT perspective) 50.76336
45.41985
% of Negotiation 3.816794
Table 4: Analysis of Disputes Regarding Claimer and Winner
In the next table the monetary value and time value of the disputes are shown. As
it can be seen from the table, all disputes did not have a specified monetary value or time
value on the dispute reports. Therefore, most of the disputes could not be analyzed for
these aspects. The monetary value of the disputes revealed that 188 disputes (%72) did
not have any monetary specified. The remaining seventy four reports were placed under
the ranges from $0-$49,999 to $150,000 & above. On the other hand, the time value of
the disputes shown that 185 disputes (%71) did not have a specific time value. The
remaining seventy seven disputes are located under the ranges from 0-25 days to 76 day
& above. The results are as follows:
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Monetary_Value of Disputes
0-$49,999 _____39
$50,000-$99,999 13
$100,000-$ 149,000 7
$150,000 above 15
N/A 188
Time Value of Disputes
0-25days 43
26days-5Qdays 9
5days-75 days 12
76 days & above 13
N/A 185
Table 5: Analysis of Disputes Regarding Monetary and Time Value
The next Venn diagram shows information about the disputes in terms of
monetary and time values. The results are as follows:
Nume of Dsputes 7 '16
T~~ani evan
26 23
162
Figure 7: Analysis of Disputes Regarding Monetary and Time Value
3.2.2. Data Analysis
The data were categorized under different variables to represent the result of
the research objectives. Analysis of data according to different objectives was done by
statistical method; frequency analysis. For graphic result presentation, tables, and pie
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charts are used as summaries. In addition to this, money and time claimed in these
disputes are studied and the results of these studies are provided in the pie-chart in the
following pages.
3.2.2.1. District 1
This district consists of sixty six disputes. All of the disputes are numbered. This
will help the user to find more detail in the dispute document for a desired type of dispute.
Number fifty six and fifty seven are the expanded version of number fifty five. Therefore
these two documents are excluded from district one so as not to be counted twice.
3.2.2.1.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #1.
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Characteristics Number %
Material 3 4
Quality 0
Safety 0
Plans &
Specifications 13 17.333
Construction
Methods 2 2.6667
Equipment 1 1 3333
Third Party
Hindrance 10 13.333
Quantity Variation 13 17.333
Unforeseen
Conditions 30 40
Permit 3 4
TOTAL 75 100
Table 6: Frequency Analysis Result for District 1
3.2.2.1.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
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Claimer
Contractor 75
Owner/FDOT 0
-Winner
Contractor 43
Owner/FDOT 32
% of Winning FDOT perspective) 42.6667
57.3333
oney Claimed
0-$49,999 18
$50,000-$99,999 4
$100,000-$149,0003
$150,000 &above 2
N/A 48
Time Claimed
0-25days 18
26days-50days 3
S1days-75 days 7
76 days and above0
N/A 7
Table 7: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District I
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Figure 9: Time Claimed for District I
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3.2.2.2. District 2
This district consists of thirteen disputes. All of the disputes are numbered starting
from sixty six to seventy nine. This will help the user to find more detail in the dispute
document for a desired type of dispute.
3.2.2.2.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #2.
Characteristics Number %
Material 3 4
Quality 0
Safety
Plans &
Specifications 1 1.3333
Construction
Methods 4 5.3333
Equipment 0
Third Party
Hindrance 0
Quantit Variation 4 5.3333
Unforeseen
Conditions 1 1.3333
Permit 1 1.3333
TOTAL 14 18.67
Table 8: Frequency Analysis Result for District 2
3.2.2.2.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
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time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer
Contractor 1 14
Winner
Contractor 10
Owner/FDOT 4
0/ of Winning FDOT perspective) 28,57142857
_______________________71,42857143
Money Claimed
0-$49,999 2
$50,000-$99,999 1
$100,000-$149,000 
1$150,000 &above1
N/A 9
Time Claimed
0-25days
26days-50days 1
1 days-75 days1
76 days and above0
Table 9: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District 2
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3.2.2.3. District 3
This district consists of eight disputes. All of the disputes are numbered starting
from eighty to eighty seven. This will help the user to find more detail in the dispute
document for a desired type of dispute.
3.2.2.3.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #3,
Characteristics Number %
Material 1 12.5
Quality 0
Safety 0
Plans &
Specifications 1 12.5
Construction
Methods 0
Equipment 0
Third Party
Hindrance 1 12.5
Quantity Variation 2 25
Unforeseen
Conditions 3 37.5
Permit 0
TOTAL 8 100
Table 10: Frequency Analysis Result for District 3
3.2.2.3.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
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time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer ________________________
Contractor 7
Owner/FOOT 1
Winner
Contractor6
Owner/F OT 1
% of Winning (FOT perspective) 14.28571429
85.71428571
Money Claimed
O-$49,999 1
$100,000-$149,0000
$150,000 & above 3
N/A 4
Time Claimed
0?-25day0
26days-S5das1
51days-75 days 1
76 days and above 2
N/A4
Table 11: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District 3
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Figure 13: Time Claimied for District 3
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3.2.2.4. District 4
This district consists of fourteen disputes. All of the disputes are numbered
starting from eighty eight to one hundred and one. This will help the user to find more
detail in the dispute document for a desired type of dispute.
3.2.2.4.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #4.
Characteristics Number %
Material 2 10 526
Quality 0
Safety 2 10.526
Plans &
S ecifications 2 10.526
Construction
Methods 0
Equipment 0
Third Party
Hindrance 1 5.2632
QUantity Vanation 7 36.842
Unforeseen
Conditions 4 21 053
Permit 1 5.2632
TOTAL 19 100
Table 12: Frequency Analysis Result for District 4
3.2.2.4.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
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time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer______________________ 
___
Contractor 19
OwnerFDO 0
Winner
Contractor 4
Owner/EOT 15
% of Winning (FDOT perspective) 78,94736842
21,05263158
Money Claimed
0-$49,999 2
$50,000-$99,999 0
$100,000-$149,000 0
$150,000 & above 1
N/A 16
Time Claimed
0-25days 0
26days-50days
51days-75 days
76 days and above 1
N/A 18
Table 13: Winner-Loser, Money- Tine Results for District 4
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3.2.2.5. District 5
This district consists of thirty five disputes. All of the disputes are numbered
starting from one hundred and two to one hundred and thirty six. This will help the user to
find more detail in the dispute document for a desired type of dispute.
3.2.2.5.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #5.
Characteristics Number %
Material 2 5
Quality 0
Safet 1 2.5
Plans &
Specifications 8 20
Construction
Methods 3 7.5
Eui ment 0
Third Party
Hindrance 7 17.5
Quantity Variation 6 15
Unforeseen
Conditions 9 22.5
Permit 4 10
TOTAL 40 100
Table 14: Frequency Analysis Result for District 5
3.2.2.5.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
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time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer I
Contractor 40
Owner/FDOT I___________________
Winner
Contractor 14
Owner/FDOT 26
% of Winnin (FDOT perspective) 65
35
Money Claimed
0-$49,999 3
$50,000-$99,999 4
$100,000-$149,000 0
$150,000 & above 1
N/A 32
Time Claimed
0-25 days 4
26days-Sdays 2
1days-75 days 3
76 days and above 3
N/A 28
Table 15: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District 5
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3.2.2.6. District 6
This district consists of only two disputes. All of the disputes are numbered
starting from one hundred thirty seven to one hundred thirty eight. This will help the user
to find more detail in the dispute document for a desired type of dispute.
3.2.2.6.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #6.
Characteristics Number %
Material o
Quality 0
Safety 0
Plans &
Specifications 2 100
Construction
Methods 0
B ui ment 0
Third Party
Hindrance 0
_Quantity Variation ______ 0
Unforeseen
Conditions 0
Permit 0
TOTAL 2 100
Table 16: Frequency Analysis Result for District 6
3.2.2.6.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
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time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer______________________ 
___
Contractor 2
Owner
Winner
Contractor 1
Owner/FDOT 0
Negotiate 1
% of Winnin (FDOT perspective) 0
Money Claimed
0-$49,999 0
$50,000-$99,999 0
$100,000-$149,000 0
$150,000 & above
N/A 2
Time Claimed
0-25days
25days- Odays0
51 days-75 days0
7i days and above . . 0
N/A 2
Table 17: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District 6
In this district, the dispute reports did not contain any information about the
monetary and time values. Therefore, the money claimed and time claimed results are
unknown.
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3.2.2.7. District 7
This district consists of fifty five disputes. All of the disputes are numbered
starting from one hundred thirty nine to one hundred ninety three. This will help the user
to find more detail in the dispute document for a desired type of dispute.
3.2.2.7.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #7.
Characteristics Number %
Material 15 25.862
Quality 2 3.4483
Safety 0
Plans &
Specifications 9 15.517
Construction
Methods 9 15.517
Equipment 0
Third Party
Hindrance 0
Quantity Variation 9 15.517
Unforeseen
Conditions 14 24 138
Permit 0
TOTAL 58 100
Table 18: Frequency Analysis Result for District 7
3.2.2.7.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
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time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer______________________ 
___
Contractor 58
Owner/FDOT 0
Winner
Contractor 25
Owner/FD T 28
Negotiate 4
Indecision 1
% of Winnin FDOT perspective) 48,27586207
51,72413793
Money Claimed
0-$49,999 3
$50,000-$99,999 1
$100,000-$149,000 2
$150,000 & above 1
N/A 51
Time Claimed
U-25days6
26days-50days 1
5/days-75 days0
76 days and abcove5
N/A 46
Table 19: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District 7
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3.2.2.8. District 8
This district consists of forty one disputes. All of the disputes are numbered
starting from one hundred ninety four to two hundred thirty four. In this section two
documents are excluded from total. The reason for this exclusion is that one of the
documents is notice of termination not a dispute. Other document, number 231 in the
district 8 is the same one with number 199. Therefore they were excluded. Moreover,
number 189 does not have sufficient information to be categorized.
3.2.2.8.1. Frequency analysis results
Frequency analysis used a tabular form to represent the result of data analysis of
frequency of each variable under categories. The result was tabulated in the form of
frequency number and percentages according to total number of disputes. The following
table illustrates the results of district #8.
Characteristics Number %
Material 3 6.5217
Qualit 2 4.3478
Safety 2 4.3478
Plans &
Sp ecifications 7 15.217
Cons truction
Methods 4 8.6957
Equipment 1 2.1739
Third Party
Hindrance 2 4.3478
Quantity Variation 17 36.957
Unforeseen
Conditions 6 13.043
Permit 2 4.3478
TOTAL 46 100
Table 20: Frequency Analysis Result for District 8
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3.2.2.8.2. Winner-Loser, Money-Time Table
The following table gives information about who opened the case, who won the
case, what is the percentage rate of winning in this district. In what amount money and
time the parties claimed, and finally it provides at what percentage the claimed time and
money is won.
Claimer
Contractor 46
Owner/FDOT 0
Winner
Contractor 16
Owner/FDOT 26
Negotiate 4
Indecision 0
% of Winnin( FDOT perspective) 56,52173913
_______________________43,4 7826087
Money Claimed
0-$49,9996
$50,000-$99,9993
$100,000-$149,000 1
$150,000 & above 6
N/A 30
Time Claimed
0-25day 12
26days-Soday 1
51days-75 days
76 days and above 2
N/A 1
Table 21: Winner-Loser, Money-Time Results for District 8
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3.. Results a Recommendation
Based on the results obtained, conclusions and recommendations were developed.
Conclusions are drawn based on the findings and analysis of the results in
accordance with the research objectives. To get benefit from the lessons learned,
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contract document items stated above can be adjusted in a detailed way to help the
industry use the lessons learned more effectively. The next section shows the detailed
categorization of the disputes by using project stages. Specific and practical
recommendations will be made in the next chapter to handle the disputes for the better
performance of the industry in future.
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LESSONS LEARNED DOCUMENT
4.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the detailed categorization is explained. Each single dispute is
placed under one of the main categories: Permit, site work, foundation, construction,
landscaping, and other. These categories are developed by conducting a great deal
research on many types of project stages. In addition to this, for making situation
assessment (checking old cases and comparing them with the new cases) easy for the
user, each main category stated above has sub-categories. For category permit, there are
four sub categories including ten disputes in total (%4): Environmental permit, lane
closure, site access and other. For site work, there is only one sub category which is
fence. Foundation category has fifty two disputes (%20). It has defective
specifications/plans, base material/other, base material/shortage, earth wall, footing, sheet
pile, excavation, bridge joints, additional unforeseen work, and hauling as sub categories.
For construction, the number of disputes is 153 (%58). Sub categories for this heading
can be listed as follows: Concrete work, concrete/asphalt/slab, concrete side walk,
truncated domes, utility work, insulation, material, restriction, bridge deck, defective
specifications/plan, control of work, maintenance of traffic, additional unforeseen work,
equipment, tests, noise ordinance suspension, changed site conditions, non-payment,
workers compensation cost. Landscaping consists of twenty disputes (%8). The sub
categories of landscaping are; driveways, sod installation/ seeding/ fertilizing/ mulching/
mowing, pond, additional unforeseen condition, and other. For the main category "other",
it collects all items which can not be placed under one of main categories stated above, in
total twenty four disputes (%9). The sub categories are as follows: Specialty engineer,
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contractual document, change in scope of work, delay, fire hydrant, discharge of
superintendant, overhead expense, liquated damage, incentive-disincentive, stand-by cost
of crew, off duty law enforcement, traffic accident, bridge clearance, schedule
interpretation, vandalism stolen, changed market price. More detailed information is
provided in the next sections of this chapter.
4.2. Project Stages
4.2.1. Permit
In this category there are ten disputes found in the DRB database. Most confronted
dispute is related with environmental permit issues (50%). The following table illustrates
the findings under this category. The numbers in the cells represent number of disputes
found under specified district. DI to D8 are the abbreviations of the district numbers i.e.:
district one is Dl.
D_ D2 D3 D4D5 D6 D7D8 SUM
Permit 10
Environmental Permit 3 1 1 5
Lane closure 2 1 3
Site Access 1 1
Other 1 1
Table 22: Number of Disputes for Permit Stage
4.2.2. Site Work
The following table provides information about the number of disputes under each
district for this category.
D1D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 07 081 SUM
Site Work 3
Fence 1 1 1 3
Table 23: Number of Disputes for Site Work Stage
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4.2.3. Foundation
The following table illustrates the disputes for the foundation category. The top
three types of dispute issues observed for this category can be listed as: sheet pile (%23),
bridge joints (% 15), and the final one is additional unforeseen condition (% 12).
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D S
Foundation 52
Defective Specifications/Plan 3 3
Base Material/Other 1 1 2 3 1 8
Base Material/Shortage 1 1 1 3
Earth wall 1 3 4
Footing
Replacement 1 1
Shaft 1 1 2
Sheet Pile 2 2 2 3 1 2 12
Excavation 2 1 1 4
Bridge Joints 2 1 3 2 8
Additional Unforeseen Condition 3 1 2 6
Hauling 1 1
Table 24: Number of Disputes for Foundation Stage
4.2.4. Construction
The following table illustrates the disputes for the construction category. The top
three types encountered for this category can be listed as: additional unforeseen
conditions (%17), utility conflict (%8), and the concrete/slab/asphalt (%8).
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D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 sum
Construction 153
Concrete Work 1 1 2 2 3 9
Concrete/Asphalt/Slab 2 3 1 1 2 3 12
Concrete Side Walk 1 1 2
Truncated Domes 2 2
Utility Work
Electrical Rough-in 3 1 1 3 8
Water Rough-in 3 1 3 7
Specialty Rough-ins
Phone 1 1
Cable Tv Service 2 2
Gas Utility 2 2
Relocation 2 1 3
Conflict 5 1 4 1 2 13
Drainage Utility/Sanitary Sewer Utility 5 1 1 2 9
lnsulation(Coating) 2 1 2 5
Material
Unsuitable Material 2 1 3
Extra 1 1 1 3
Shortage 1 2 3
Traffic Signals 2 2 1 5
Repair/Replace 1 1 2
Restriction 1 1
Bridge Deck 1 1
Defective Specifications/Plan 1 1 1 3
Control of Work 1 1 2
Maintenance of Traffic 1 1 1 1 1 2 7
Additional Unforeseen Work 7 1 2 3 3 3 7 26
Equipment
Idle 1 1
Other 1 1 1 1 4
Tests 1 1 2
Noise Ordinance Suspension 1 1
Changed Site Conditions 2 1 1 1 1 2 8
Non-Payment 1 3 4
Workman compensation cost - 13 2
Table 25: Num er of Disputes for Construction Stage
4.2.5. Land Scaping
Land scaping has six disputes in the top three categories; driveways (%30), sod
installation/seeding/fertilizing/mulching/mowing (%30), and additional unforeseen
condition (%30).
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D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7D8 sum
Landscaping 20
Driveways 2 2 1 1 6
Sod Installation, Seeding, Fertilizing, Mulching, Mowing 1 1 3 1 6
Pond 1 _ 1
Other 1 1
Additional Unforeseen 6 1 _
Table 26: Number of Disputes for Land Scaping Stage
4.2.6. Other
This category includes items that could not be placed under one of the categories
stated above. Most frequently seen one in this category is delay problem (%33).
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 SUM
Other 24
Speciality Engineer 1 1
Contractual Document 1 1 2
Change in Scope of Work 1 1
Delay 2 1 1 2 2 8
Fire Hydrant 1 1
Discharge of Superintendant 1 1
Overhead Expense 1 1
Liquated Damage 1 1
Incentive-Disincentive 1 1
Stand-by cost of crew 1 1
Off duty law enforcement 1 1
Traffic accident 1 1
Bridge Clearance 1 1
Schedule Interpretation 11
Vandalism/Stolen 1 1
Changed Market Price 1 1
Table 27: Number of Disputes for Other Stage
4.3. Lessons Learned
4.3.1. Introduction
The lessons learned documents and disseminates in the fields of project stages;
permit, site work, foundation, construction, landscaping, and other. Through participatory
monitoring, evaluation and documentation techniques, it aims to build a strong
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knowledge base and serve to provide lessons learned documented and recommendations
from the previous cases.
Since each project is unique, lessons learned for each project is also different and
unique from each other. However, they can be collected in a general way that users get
benefit from the lessons learned and can adjust the previous cases to match new cases
accordingly. To illustrate, one contractor is in a project with the FDOT to construct
asphalt road. He wants to check the lessons learned to get benefit from the past cases to
avoid the same mistakes regarding the material. The materials that were used in the
previous cases may vary depending on the location, climate and other factors from project
to project. However, lessons learned provided in this section are developed saying that
"make sure that contract documents defines the scope of work about materials, and also
defines how the payment will be made for the work." So the user can understand that in
the past, there were some problems about this item. So, by taking into consideration, the
user can apply lessons learned by carefully checking the contract documents and making
sure that it defines scope of the work about the materials and the payments related. The
user can adjust the lessons according to his/her project to promote recurring of the
positive outcomes and discourage the recurrence of the negative outcomes. The next
sections of this chapter will provide a better understanding of lessons learned.
4.3.2. Lessons Learned-PERMIT
In the following table the lessons learned for the permit section are provided. C1
and C2 are abbreviations of category 1 and category 2 respectively. In the description tab,
the reasons of the disputes are explained. In the lessons learned tab, suggestions are made
in a broad perspective allowing the user to adjust the lessons to their projects.
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i \nti Fork ro venta pe-rm'"i require dby
S Coast Guard-Constr ctn o edr tat,:c unty and ocal regulatory
Work Permit ale;- cs
erri/Environrn~eaI Perrit- -OTD as : ary ors oef or
%Water System Connecion Permt orocureme : of he orooer Water Permats to
between Dfferent Count es cover a he necessary protect work on site
Dermit Lane Closure-Traffic Defsne c ear yaymen tems (Traffic
r ControlSafety Officers Contro Officersan :he contract documents
permitiLane Closure- Def ne wear y tne requ rements for ane
S -equirernents closure n the nlans for each specific act v ty
P ermit 'Site Access- Aiowance : is he D T s resons b :y to orovide
access to site
Perrnim Oher Restrcons on D c ear y te res:r cC ons and jerm :s a:
other construction act vt es such te: me cf o -d to the co-trac:or, and no
as :Burning operations of c nce a owed afters - -e of b dd og
clearing and grubbing debris etc un.ess :he DEPT. accepts to compensate the
contractor for this change
Figure 22: Lessons Learned for Permit
4.3.3. Lessons Learned-SITE WORK
This section provides lessons learned for the site work. In this section, fence is the
only subsection under the site work category.
S te Work/jence-Change in zng -jeer is :he respons 0 e person
Character of work in buid ng de ernrning hat t;e ch-aracter of the worK
fence due to some reasons; as altered differs rnater in k nd or
~ suppler, contractor, weather etc nature.
Figure 23: Lessons Learned for Site Work
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4.3.4. Lessons Learned-FOUNDATION
In the following table the lessons learned for the foundation section are provided.
Foundat on/Additonal Mak sure ta the contract documn
lforesee Wor xpete d defines unforeseen condons and as
sol condition wIle excavation dfn s hw t pay m a o n ben ma d for
0 oun daton/Addntona this
Unforeseen ork-unexpected
WterT be Heg a e sur7 r-s are beano
Fon da ton/Addito a nfor e a - t ie chances in the schedule
Unforeseen or- mpact t the 'n addan ! a n f ce o cla m
Schedule beyond the control of
theco n rcor Contractor sou.d o ow a: the
Sundation/A ditona "con trac or s resons- b. t s secticn in the
Unforeseen Work-Unexpected contrac to avoid the additional unforeseen
faiure of Erosion Control System condions if ap pLcale.
oundation/ Base Material Define the spec f cations regarding base
(Shortage &Other )-Aravide material clearly in the contractual
S shortage cf BaseMateria docum ents.
S Delay n p cem en of the
bedd ne materal Define dcar y Contract Time Extensions n
S oun dao :n/base Materal "he ccntrac ua documentst
hora:ag&Oher-lps :Lf
Lerev ous base whle pacng
e v, base on top of it
Figure 24: Lessons Learned for Foundation a
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c Funda: on/Br dge jo nts- 0 erform a -ecessary renairs or renewa s,
Change n Character of work in on any secton of the roaday or oridcge thu
pnacng the br-dge jonts due to opened to :raf c under nstruco ons from
2 some reasons dmension 
-ne Engineer, due to defectve materia or
difference, repa, renewa, w:ork or to any cause otherthan ord nary
c supp er re ated ssues, -ear nd tear, pend ng competion and tne
contractor related issues, _gner's acceptance of the roaday or
weather, etc. r oe or otner :ork, at no expense to the
Department
at on/Defectve the DEDT. and hou d Have early and
Snec f ca: on-Secfica:on mu t p e s :e v s ts by regu arory entes;
C s ateme-t error u removae this proved extremey
el e geotechn ca test res ts, va uabe from iormat on and cost
n oxous weed, etc. est imatn persect ives and at the end
Prov de correct nformation to the peonpe r
the d o .ng stage
t
t s the DE-Ts responsI ty to coduct the
sie surveys, re ated geotecn'cal tests
aout :ne s e.
~oundation/Earth Wa epa r DEnT, S o d provide a clear descr ption of
ructured Coating, Addtiona ow coatng i be apped to fractured
Coating surface -n e cnans
F oundation/Earnh WaW2-Pan State dWmens ons, deta s of tne existing
=rrors:Detads, d omensons not ra t e n ans clear y
S snowun
Li
Foundation/Earnh Wa l-Remova Define :ne rmeans ano meTnod of tne
and Reo acement removal an ren acement to be done c ear
n__ the p _as
oundation/ Excavation-Remova', Tne tyn ca sect ons oro e s c et
disposal and replacement of n4orma on fote contrac or to es: mate
c unexpected mater af the volume of materha to be inc uded in th
unitrce forStewas.
:oundat on Excavation-Tree Watch for he snapn g roots from f ed
roots trees.
FoundationExcavat on-E ectrica Watch for underround e ectr ca cankes
Cable
Figure 25: Lessons Learned for Foundation b
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Ounda n/,o.trg cDOT t= re sonse party to take care of
; Rep 5ment&S- fhe curing and ouring processes.
Rep lacement is nedd due to
bad concrete pourng. nd curin
Dfine rmo of the any material from the
F:oundation/Foot ng shafts clear y n the specifications.
r of th bstructin fro Drle
o shafts
-oundation/Hauling-Muck Tne DEPT. and should Have ear y and
Mater a s m tpe S~e vs by regulatory entities
:vs proved extremey vauabe from
niorma: on and cost estimatingk
perspectives and at the end provide correct
nformat on to tne people in tne bidd ng
stage
"undatlon/Sheet Pe-Problem Contractor s requ red to submtn a not ce of
to divert and mainta n f ow and nent to cam Dror to begrnnng work on
prevent the flow of the turbid whcn tne c aim is based.
water into the canal dnurng
construction within the canal
)oundation/Sheet P e-The A DOT ranua sp ec f catons and indexes
requ rement for edge drams must snow that edge drain is needed in
area
-oundation/Sheet Pile-The The maximum perm ss b e pe _engtn
maxjmum permissible length to de vered by truck s 120 f. Sunerior
dever by truck Cons:ruct n ad Lo order :ne '! if org in
two pieces to acc - ~ommoat e ve ry butpayment can not be ma!Ide frtnspcn
Figure 26: Lessons Learned for Foundation c
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4.3.5. Lessons Learned-CONSTRUCTION
In the following table the lessons learned for the construction are provided.
Construction/Concrete Wor K is obiust Thr~e Beam Evli
Thrie-Beam Repar damaged by ne trave puLc during the
fe of the project, Sate ceary nthe p an
t ccnvracOr s respor e for first
50C feet of repar rive th= frSt C feet of
re a r FOOT c d com vpensate im
ConTruction/Concrete Work- Contractor should include she condu in the
m -ss'on of the Cond n N - process for the pedestrian barrier
Pedestrkan arr-erwa. by he fi
contractor
Consr c: C crete Work- t ste DEPT.s pos:on that he furnKshing
Different atria used by the and nstaliaton of an approved naerial
contractor (bond breaker) (bond breaker is incudd the contract
Kprice which price s a be uormpensation
for ai work specified and Eal icude all
.materas and incidentals necessary to
Scompte te work
Spec f cat ons require that materials
proposed by the conteractor must be
subiTted and aoqproved by the DEPT
Consr ctor/Concree Work- s DET s responsib {t that th
'resresse e as e payment payment forany item shoud be paid f Ky
nKess some changes occured by the
contractor,
Figure 27: Lessons Learned for Construction a
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0.i is pi'm , i:. "aa
Construction/Concrete W rk Mae sure tat e contract documet
Temporary 3arrier-glare screen- Ce nes the scoe of work to nc - ue
payment problem orovdangg are screen iconjunct on wth
the temporary barr er wa and a so defines
how the payment w be made for the work
Construction/Concrete/Asha< Mae sire t rat the contract document
Slab-Removat of asphalt matera a de es tne scope of v,?r' to re ove aspha
mater a a so del nes how; The payment wU
v be made for the work
Construction/Concrete/AsphaW Make sure tnat tne contract document
Slab-vJeater caused oro e, def nes unforeseen cod tc _-s and also
defines how tne payment wi be made for
hns
Construction/Concrete/Asph as / Mae sire tnat the contract docume n
Svab-Quantity Change dce nes the ouan t ties to be used and a so
cel nes now tne payme- wi ne made for
Construction/Concrete Side Wa Co ntractor s1o d fo ow aI tne
Removal and replacement contractor s responsb i es' section the
contract E:e Contractor s res orsi le to
estab sh a a ov work necessary to
construc::te wor in conform"ty vtn te
0 Contract Documents
Figure 28: Lessons Learned for Construction b
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- ernovaj and replacement def nes un oreseen conon s and a so
-, defines no -e payment wbe made for
Construct on/Ucl,.y Work- fire ns:a atio- ofte ut ty system
Different insta ation system- H2TER -EAT~R; -as more w an one options
Ambi uous Pan to ann y, snoud ne mace c ear oefore
nec -n ngtr-e construc:t o1,n tnean
Construction/UtL y Work/Water ake s-re t at ne contract doc umen
Rough-in Uncdear statement to def -es tne scon of v/cr< to supn y
supply landscape irrigat on andscane rr gaton a so cef es noe; t e
____________________ a-t , c ac for :n _ ,.ork,
Construction/Ut.'y Work/Water The DEDT and sno. d Have earl, and
Rough-in removal of water main - I:ne s te vis ts by reeu atory e- t es
s croved extreme y valuab e from
normat:on and cost estimating
nersoectives and at tne end provue correct
~D format o to t e neo e n :ne n Jd .
stage
Construction/Ut bty Work/Gas Ma-e su-re to request additional t me
Rough-in-delay probem ac. ustmen tme orf anoti ck cdeay
Figure 29: Lessons Learned for Construction c
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Construc on/Utt Work/Gas Expnaan The problem encountered wit he
Sgh-n-ppe problem -,ps (struck rupture; clear y to: DEPT.
et com-ensat on
_ Ltruct o r Make sure that the contract documn
D ork ec i ca Ro Krn-condut def nes The scope of work about condui'
system and also defines ho' the payment
b made for the work
Construction/Utmty Make sure nat the contract document
WorkElectr cai Rough-n-sea -g def nes :he scope of work to seal the
electr ca tems and a so def nes how the
payment w be made for the work
Constructnon/Ut'h-y Make sure that the contract docurent0
SWork/Electrical Rough-in-hght ng def n es tre scon of wor< aou t gh ng an o
also defines owtepaymner --l e made
In othe ,ors;
Constructlon/Utiy Va-e sure t at: e contract document
Work/Electrical Rough-n- def -es :ne scone of w'or to replace The
replacement ,ate a s and a so de ines how vne payment
re made for the .orK
Constructon/Utwty Maie sre to request add tona :me
V ork/Eectrica Rough-n-delay ad usme: i me or fde a notce of delay
n t me
Constr c,o7 Jth;y A utt es around the s te shou d be
ork /Spec ahty RFg-- n- cnecked before starting te construction
one syste -de a because tey may create ut ty confct
Figure 30: Lessons Learned for Construction d
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cc .C_ rac. _c: _
system't-D are error
Cons . Make sire o request a.L.-_
,Nor jRE. catjc,,E,-delay a ,us ment in -Lime or file a :c-r,;Le of clay
Cot st r'..i ct i o S , r k to a i L 4A ' .9 L a 'r 4 L 1 L i t l in # the
'Orki e ocatic--missir t a.,tZ
e plans
-No .IC,_; a nac7e o , eV S;tS -l', r = _j riY =5
'y 3ystenl ^,s _1 :{ec ex r i _ J e r Jr .
oers eclives anC. 2nd provide correct
,-
for mai he 3J 's® in _'" i G1"4
Smae
,i,3aCes re he a 5e e',er,_
and : orouu hl'y : ,bo a ','te
a r s t rc. ct.a i' 4 i"1d/' L a i I ar_ ' r"' uet aia te' ,.t=G." ,, + ity s ' ; i { ' ! - .- io# ea< i t
r
Nork/Conflct-Celts a di ori e a no } Ce of delay
Figure 31. Lessons Learned for Construction e
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Cnstruct n/tdty : s Contractor s respons ht :to t
W ork/Cont ct-third party on don e n y e :n rd party ~s uo er, etcj
t s c :e cotro of the contractor
ne maternal as defect ve.
Construction/tty s contractors respons ty to keep the
Work/Conf ct-damage cost da y records n the absence of aady reports
t is diffcu to assess tne any damages
Construction/Utihty Define clear y Unforeseen Work condtos
Work/con' _t-unforeseen n the contractual documents.
condition
Construction/Ut ity The approprfate materals s'ouwd be
Work/Drainage-deficiency n he co ected and provided as a proof for the
drainage system defic enc as
Construct onj nsu at ont mng MAake sure that the contract document
for applcation def nes the t mrg of coaing cear yand also
oaf nes nov. the payment wn e made for
tns
Construction/ nsu at on-power Make sure tnat the contract document
coating defines the scope of work to - nsuate the
material s and a so dafines now the payment
be made for the wo'rk
S Construct on nsulat on-quantity Def ne tne quantity of the mater a s to be
nsta ed.
Construction Insu- on-unclear Make sure that tne cantract document
statement in the contractual defrnes tie nsu ations materials to be used
documents and also defines how the nayment wi be
made fortn 's
Figure 32: Lessons Learned for Construction f
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Constructin/Mar a< Uutabi Make sure th~at the contract cdocument
-,mroper y described ineYes the quantt es to e used and aso
proposal defines hov the oayment -)b made for
- Construction/Materjai/UnsitabL
e-engn eer changed material
V/o g ving notice to other parties
Construct on/ aterial/Extra- Make sure hat the contract docu'men
' change inthe character of the oefines the change in the character of the
work work and a so def ines now te payment wu
le made for tO s
Construct on/MateaL/Shortage- Contractor is not the resoons e oar. y
local area shortage there is vocal area shortage about tne
planned mater'al
F 5
Figure 33: Lessons Learned for Construction g
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Consruct on/Mvater iTraff ~c Contractor shculd fo ow al the
- ig s-not quaitfied ;or "contractor s responsbmies section n the
Sa rent contract, e Contractor js respons -.e to
estabn sh a ayou work necessary to
consruct the wrk in conform ty wth the
Contract Documents
Construction/Material/Traff c Mak e sure that the contract document
Signals-redesign addctonar defines the scope of work a out the
enght is required mater a n d also defines how the payment
ivl be made for the work
Constructai/teria /Repair Make sure tnat tne contract document
_ :epace-change in cost not def nes tne scope of work about tne
in uded in contract reo acement repa r and a so def-nes how
,he payment be made for the work
0
Construc /estrctons -Work Mae sure :na ::le contract cocment
restr c ons event def-es o-n"workng days cdear y and a so
2 df ns now'V :ne naymrent w ne made for
o Constructon/Restrctons- restricions on burnI r operat ons s d
Restr ct ons on burning oe cear y defned n t-e contract
Soperation documents
Figure 34: Lessons Learned for Construction h
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C0nsruc ion/Br dge Dk- Conuractor sh-oud not: use hug amoe o~
sa isfactory water to c a m r the deck being
Jnsatisfactory, t es unehIc
Construct on/Brdge Deck- Search the caise of te crac-, i 's beyond
crack ng prob'ern he co:ro o co'nrac:or tsoud ne
0
s ~con o ensa aced
Consruction/Defective Spec :he DEPT shou d rnake necessary
a nan-significant quantity ca c u ons an t s respons b e for the
dIfference between real work accuracy of :he es: mated quanti:ies for
S and planned amount ump sum items,
Constructon,/Defective Spec 2lake sure that if :here as a change in the
van-pans dvd ot fo ow The aro :cc a- re parties are to e nformed n
!' specif ca:'on, contractor changed :he written way
e ch way and method to perform
the ab
0
U -
Constructon/Controt of Work- Make sure to incude tne requ red contro of
ssng cotro tng item ork items n te cotract documents
stabihza:ion of subgrade
0
0
t
Construction/Control of Work- ef ne the snec ' cat n regar ng
0 unclear definition of contro lng controin - te m of .«ork clear y n the
tern of work contractu oadocuments
Figure 35: Lessons Learned for Construction i
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Construction/Maintenance of arov de the ca cu~.at ons for the extra work
Traffic-extra item is "nciuded to n order to assess t e compensation
maintenance of workt, The work ~s
doubled.
2- Construction/Maintenance of Make sure that the contract document
0 Traffic-tersec~ton control is nt defines the scone of work about
S cndcuded in the contract maintenance f the ntersectons and alsoC
defines ho; the payment w' be made for
he work
Construct on/Maintenance of DOT is respons b e party to provide
Traff c-Alternatve traffic contro a2ternaiv e traf-c control oan and f
2 plan contractor wants to chanee the lan
-artes s aoud Ne informed n a wr tten way
and DOT's final approvai to anp y.
Construction/ Ma ntenance of The cacu at on s-oud be exa _ed in
Traffic-cost deta for The compensation
ConstructionAd tona shoud be stated c-early in the contract
Jnforeseen Wor- unforeseen, tnat tre Eng neer wi determ ne the effects
unexpected weather of ncLement weatner and grant
conditions;rain, hurricane, wind, time extensions when Just fied.
cold, etc.
0 Construction/Add -onao Make sure that tne contract document
c Unforeseen Unforeseen defines unforeseen cond tions and also
' geotechnca condtions defnes how the oayment w be made for
sh.s
Construction/Additona Make sure that tne contract document
Unforeseen Work-unexpected oefnes the scope of work aoout
ways and methods apohed ma ntenance of tne intersectons and aso
de# nes now tne payment w be made for
nhe work
t Construct on/Add tona Tne DEOT. and sh oud Hpave eary and
Joreseen Wor-unexected mu t ope s te v s ts by reguatory ent t es;
soi co it ons this proved e remely vauab e from
nformation and cost est imat ng
nerspect ies and at the end prov de correct
nformat on to the peop e in the oidd ng
stage
Make sure the as ex Ian everythrg
accurate y and thoroughy aboute site
Figure 36: Lessons Learned for Constructionj
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a.. ~ iLPt C # 6. : s" e ' 'd f iP S t; .I ! a 's , . . _ IcSConstruction/Add itona Mae sure tnat tne contract document
unpforesen or k nex ected def nes unforeseen cond :ions and also
ter able heigh r defines now the payrent wm ne made for
Coan r cac dd. on V ake sire that :he contract docurn
oreseen Vo rku eec ed def nes unoreseen cond.t ons and also
eotext e mater a coverage def nes now the payment wi b e made for
Construction/Adddtional Make sure that tre contract oocurnent
Unforeseen Wvork-san tary sewer defines unforeseen cond t ons and also
a gnment errorwrong ho e die de nes now the payment w e made for
to contractor's fault n s
Construct on/Additional Ar sng e-tner fron te execution orfrom
Jnforeseen Work-unexoected :ne nonexecut on of te w orkThe
pavement work Department mayat ts dscret on, reimburse
Construction/Addt ona1 Contractor s responsibze for addit on&a work
Jonforeseen Work-unexpected done because of work is performed w thout
add tdon of work by contractor approval
Construction.Addit ona Tle DOT and so- i -ave ear y an
jnforeseen Work-rexpected m to e s :e 5 s t:sny re. atory «-: es
dewatering :h s oroven ex:reme ta ao e from
orma: on ad cost estmat -g
:ersoect :es aid a: :e end oro. de correct
ormat o- to :ne onB e in te o dd -
t ~
Make sure the p ans expoan everyth ng
0
u ~accurate y and :horogly aboit the site
Figure 37: Lessons Learned for Construction k
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Unforen Work-u nexpcted un ateral suopiementa aggremens they
arch cuivert ir anot be anged otner4ise is ot staed
n e co'nract document.
Construction/Additiona Ars'g etner frorn tne execution or fr rn
Unforeseen Work-unexpec ed the nonexecu:tio of the work:The
fence repair, damaged by others Departme-t masya' 4s dscre: 0% rermcarse
te Contractor for te rena ro es-ch
damace due o unforesee e causes
bey mc )e contro of and ) n e'a-u t
or -e ; pence of te Contraco:r
Construction/Additional Co-tractor sra e red to som t a no ce of
Unforeseen Work-unexpected ntent t c a m orir to negi c g work on
mowing in cn me c a m s based
0Ars ng e tner from te execution or from
Z he nonexecut ion of The iork..Tne
Department maya: ts discretion, reimnurse
the Contractor for the repa r of such
damage due to unforeseeable causes
neyond the control of and wthout the fauwt
or nec , -ence of the Contractor
Construction/Additiona Contractor is requdred to submit a notce of
0 Unforeseen Work-unexpected ntent to claim pror to beg inn in work on
Dipe repair, work is done without which :he c a m is based.
giving a notice of intent to the
other parties
Construction/Addona Ar sing either from tne executon or from
Unforeseen Work-unexpected the nonexecut on of the work The
fabriform instalation at ramp Department mayat its discretion, reimburse
the Contractor forthe repair of sch
damage due to unforeseeabve causes
neyond the control of and wi:nout the fault
or neg fence of the Contractor
Construction/Add tjonaI Make sure tnat the contract document
Unforeseen Work-unexpected def nes unforeseen conditions and also
excavat ion, unforeseen material de nes row tne nayment dI be made for
during excavation -hs
Figure 38: Lessons Learned for Construction 1
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Equ pmen/ c -c t s Conracor c due to pa the cd e ccst c the
q~u ptent
c
v
a
0
Construction/Equ pment/Other, Make sur' ta te crntrac ducu ment
deficiency def nes defency of the equ pment and
aIse deftnes hw the payment vWil be made
Constrcto/Eq iment /0 er, T D _DT 5no pr,- de an est mated
gs and d rc c-a for as and diese p- cover toe vorK
F~ 2y~c 3d n ti co tra
r Construct n; Eq pment/Ot er, \ak sre t aL-e contract doc.ien
' d iferent mantenance of traffc de' f d f-rence in -n e eq. net
equi ment and axs d_~~ now :n, oamn ~ e
,'ade fGr,
tai
o Constrction Ecp ment Other 'vle surE a te contract oc 1 int
dfferent lift pump, cheaper i d -s d fference- n te ne eaquoment
aost and same in uoer and agso . nes nho, The payment h be
made fort
Construction/Test-Ten Contractor shouId fohow the requ:rements
test an or bolts accordhc a n t' n contract
Construc on Test-Pdetesting Mae sure ta: he c-tract .ef.tes c early
r'a: con-tract r ,-d be accrd n to the
aut or zed s:. for a y additons or
e ez ons tnereof as approved by the
erg neer
Figure 39: Lessons Learned for Construction m
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Construction/Noi Ordnace. Mdake sure that the Contractor comp es wtn
2 Suspenson-nght residents he Contract Documents
-v complains
z
Construct on!Changed Site Make sure that th-e contracz document
Conditions-Differing ste def nes caned site cond tons and a so
conditions at pond, Enormous def nes hov h:e payment 'O be made for
amount of boulders than regu ar -his
0
Construction/Changed Site Contractor is required to suom t a notce of
c Conditions-Differing site ntent to ca im prior to beginning work on
cconditions, additional whcn the c a m s based.
dewatering than normal,
contractor faded to gve a notice
Il of intent before beg nr ng to
nerform the o
Construction/Changed Site Make sure tnat Contract documents e xp a in
ndt ns-Differi ng s t changed s te conCtons as: condt ons differ
conditions, change in the mater a.y from wnat s ord ary
location of the sanitary system encountered and recogn zed as inherent in
the work
Construction/Changed Site Make sure :nat Contract documents expla n
Conditions-Differing site tne informat on regarding tne comoosdton
conditions, lackng of fmerock of the e xst ng base nateral on the road
for the base material,
Figure 40: Lessons Learned for Construction it
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Co sr: c- cedga Ste Vake sre tat Contract cdocuments expian
Co'o a D ffer .. s a caned st on dOlons as. condo ons differ
conditions, lacking of stablizing materialy from "nat is ordnar y
aterial encountered and recognized as inherent in
te work
S C aned s te cad : onsod s both tne contractor s and DOT's
0
' cond t:ns, Contract plans great y resoo ni t to mon torvte work and
- "er from a: w as acta y canges,
~~~~~ fon Mr~te excavation of
nond.
Construction/Changed site Make sure vat Contract documents expn a
0 condition-Effects of high water changed site cond tons as: conditions differ
mater ay from wnat s ord nar y
n~countered and recognoed as nerent i
u networx
Constructo r w-payme- gn Make sure vat the contract documents
mast g t g, m nssng pay inem n nclude nay tems orthe a. work that are
tne p ans Toing tobe one n the s te and aso make
sure -hese nay tems to ne pa d fu.y uness
otnerw se stated due to some cond tons.
Construction/Nonpayrnentcond Make sure that tne contract ocuments
missing ay tem n tne plans nc ude nay tems for tne a work that are
omng to ne oone in the site and also make
Casure ese nay items to be pa d fu y uness
0 oterse stated dje to some cond tons.
Construction/Nnoayment,frenc Make sure tvat the contract documents
+ h drain, mssing pay em in the nc ude pay items for the A work that are
plans going to be done The ste and a so make
Ssure hese pay tems to be pa"d 'u y uness
otnero se stated due to some condons.
Can struct an;\aaymentearma M1ake sure that the contract documents
oagmet for :-e como et~ a c uoe pay items forvte al work that are
work otem cc -' t o ne one tn-:-e s te andc a so ma- e
sure vhese pay items tonbe na a fu y unless5
otherorise stated dae to some conditons.
CnsructaionWorker's Coin Conractorsou d fo ow al the
S ncrase, Decrease or Atraon "contractor s resioonbt es" sect o in e
ar the W rk Esca ated Wr rs contract te Conractor is res nos e to
Compeaon R aes estansn a ayout ;ork necessary to
construct Te ork in conformity wvv he
Contract Documents,The contractor shou d
n'ave std eo ye site and the contract
documents por rt n ddmg
C
Figure 41: Lessons Learned for Construction o
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4.3.6. Lessons Learned-LAND SCAPE
In the following table the lessons learned for the landscaping are provided.
ndscdp rDr e~ a Contrac4  a.a s~r n he contract docuen:s
pay t T d a Th ude ct de > :pms for T haa orG v at are
t n n gco nrierca mater q r3 os ne ntie site and as? ma e
for drv ay maintenance sere tese ay tems e paid to unbs
c:ie r ' ise 5a due to so me co o -s
Landscaping/Driveway-Asph at sure t Cat ontract documents prov de
driveway dea y,sidewak correcly s de.alk elevations
eleva'ions not being correctly
orv-d ed epans
S Land-capin. Dr Iv ay-dr veway Contractor s ru rd to sib a nomc of
material, contractor failed to give inent to cam prorto begdnning work on
a notice of intent before which the c a&rn is based.
beginnin the wor
-' Landscaping/Dr veway-Driveway Make sure that the contract document
fence, Due to s pe of he defines the scope of work about driveways
dr veways extendd ont t and also defnes how the paymnt n be
adjacent rortyr r md f r a e r~ work
r elocati n and hen permanent
rein her r of y work
was requ ire
Landscaping/Drve a-Driway DOT Is n charge for the work done b
extra work is added, FDOT the contracto r because -DOT directed
directed contractor to perform contractor to perform
e ork
Figure 42: Lessons Learned for Land Scape a
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andscpng/cd-Seed-Mu ch ~ eerace:erm nes that th character of
a' 1 owngqunttychagd ecr-as a ered difers materiay an
-- J ~ character of rk o r ra: e.
Landsc a q,"Sac : c- ca rac:ar s'c d a: - s e - se proide
Ion qnt chane d ro e ma :e-aace tf -ermanen: anc
character a f :a r H ay ba e :em o rary eras a c m :ra fea: tres ar: e
S quantaty nra ec: s camn e:ea and accen:ed
an scan nSad-Seed-Much- Caa:rac:ar s re red ta s- bm : a not ce at
S Mowing-seeding and muching :er :a c a i pr arta aeg nn9 g araon
it ec ca:- a m s tasea
andscapin/ad-Secd-Much- \ae sure ta n: tahe tem :o the co:race
owing-sodding say ncg :a: co:rac:or ma -:a s the sodded
areas i a sat sfactary conc -n un: f na
acce;j a-ce o the pr ect
S-nd sca ig -and-Add ona Mae sure nhat te contract docureat
a ier far he pond def nes -he scoe of ork and a so def nes
naho the naymeat wil ne made for the war
C)
M aadsca igObter- Catracar s na: tLC respans o e nary
ra aab ,iy of landscape trees h-cre s :)ca; area sorage aaut the
c Area-wide snaratge of plan&s "aned mater a
-- stated in the plan
Figure 43: Lessons Learned for Land Scape b
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dn capmg/Aed ora Cor extra worm maxe done make sure that
S Unforeseen Work-extra vork- conract documen:s rnc ude ¬re tem for
andscape remrova and sta:>ng tre responsible person to perform
relocaton he work
8 Eandscap ng/Addton Maka sure Ira: the contract documents
Jnforeseen Work-structure n cude a# tems for mhe work tra: are gon
missmg component to be done r Ire site and a'so make sure
0 these items torbe pa d fA uness
oherw'se stated due to some cod to-ns.
_andscap ng/Add Itona Yake sure to rut tre tern to the contract
nforeseen Work-mnoivng saying taat co nractor marIains the sodded
areas r a sa: s'actor1 cord : or u f ra
accep:ance of re Pre ec:
.andscaping/Addtonal there ; -o e c se to ray tre cor:ractor for
nforeseen Work-removal of the te da mages f t s sad i te corsract
0 dbris,after contract time had docme t rat Tre Derar:ment may, at its
S exired on the roject, the FOOT discre+en ,re mb rrse ttn eContractor for ne
Sdrected FPC to perform rera r of sucr damaoe due to unforeseeable
8 add tonal unforeseen work causes yeyod the contro of and _ trout
associated the faut or neogice of the Contractor,
nc ud ng but no: restriced to Acts of God,C
of he pur c enemy, or of gover'menta
au:horites
L -andscaping/Additional Ia' e sure to ru:re e mto e contract
Unforeseen Work-Removal of say -' rat cortractor mntars the sodded
Grass and Weeds areas r a sat sfactory core tior unt fna
J - acceracue of trr ect
Figure 44: Lessons Learned for Land Scape c
4.3.7. Lessons Learned-OTHER
In the following table the lessons learned for the disputes that can not be placed
under one of the categories mentioned above are provided.
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r S 
'c iner-n The
required ha ,e* ' ssaarer c a
O rrorracttal Document- n st s dn aer he
r -:rretation of the contract ccmlto ftepnhls (-0 days aft~er
Q dEay to final inspection after n retd n e een e0
conract time has passed. civen before ht4dv
ci
S ther/Contractual Documenet- Make sujre to -d nice f deay mei
m -ssb2 to eo nte w . . iork ct) er parties in _,dvan ce in a -vri tten 4a.^
ithin specified contract time,
0
~~~Fgr 4otatt5ehspse. Lesn Leaneor athe
08
a Other/Contractual Document- it s EDOT's resnon o~ es to us: and
. missing contract provision fo low the contract prov sors. by dei -ng
the contract prov sions :DOT can not -od
Ine respons 0i1 es.
Oher/Change in Scope of Work Make sure that tne contract docunent
defnes tne scope of work a so defVnes how
on avment be made for this
66
Other/Delay-denial of time MaKe sure hat toe contract documen
extension wh1ch r suted in defines the de"ay of work also def nes now
a de of he pjct the payment t be made for this
Other/Fire Hydrant- Make sure to request add tior tine
re ocationfire hydrant had to be adustmen m e or fte a not cc of de ay
relocated so tha: planned work n time
3 could be accomh s-ed
Figure 46: Lessons Learned for Other b
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a Other/D sonarge of Make sure tha: super ntendant acts withnn
upr: rntendant-ET s the contract aguage otherwise DET. ras
Sdscnarge: Conractor she r ght to remove t'e personnel from the
s uer nendt from the project nro for the reasons nhe
s t endt was unfaithfu spec ofcact ns.
whide getting the permits
Contractor requested # Make sure that ne contract there is no
Scompensab e days at he rate o cond ton s ay dg trecudin the Contractor
j $ X for overhead expenses from seekng addt ona compensaon wth
$upp emental Agreement
Other/Uqudated damage, Make sure tatn the contract there is no
quidated savings, contractor cord on say ng prec udng the Contractor
completed the work before tne from seekng qu dated savngs in case of
contract time so ne s eigible for early comolet on of tne pro ect
liquidated savings because it was
U- agreed on the contract
documents
Figure 47: Lessons Learned for Other c
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o t c ~ c tvo~ ocoo and adr ~ fort-
C ntractor s seeking to have the DET to estabsh reasonab e alternate
m stone incentive comp etion m iestoones for the resu ts acn eyed by
- dates extended forte purposes Contrac or,
a of calculation of the incentive
- payment due to the presence of
a more limestone rock than what
was shown in the plans
OtherlStand-by cost of crevLost s not the DET, Respons ty to inform
t production of supplier the sup oer :hat ther oroducts me: tne
c spec ficat ots. Tra 5ssue snould be resove
) n otwee- th'e contractor and tne supp ler
Ca)
Other/Off- av duty enforcement t is contractor's respons.b'ty to request
Off duty law officers did not the off duty #aw officers to appear in he job
show up for scheduled traffic site or ;D c f ed time frame. Contractor
0 s - c and paving operation shou.d fo ow a the "contractor s
a)a
resons o ies sect on in ne contract
0
Figure 48: Lessons Learned for Other d
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_ O0her/Traffi4 Acdent Make sure to state c ear y in th~e contrdc:ua
unforeseen traff accident too docurenta accedent is under the
ace in the ob st. respns iy of the conrac or o be
reso vedi
Other/Bridge Clearence-it was VaKe sure t e oe nary no ce s gven
8 discovered that the required : esaec ed : me a Poy e
clearance between the coumns conractor a -re :o co'no y resu t:s
of this bridge was not ava ab e. a ver of e : ient
Written prehmnary notce is
L required within spec fred
( .e:ten) calendar days
after commencement of a delay
O>her/Schedule interpretation Make sure the contractor conf rms the sters
items-contractor wants to know nthe scbeu e y engneer. Conractor
what type of items interpret the oroPoses a schedule and Ifthi s schedu" e s
schedule of a project a proved by the eng neer ten it becomes
he approved work ng scnele .Then, a
dead Ones of the re ated items and the
oro ect due date can be determined
accord ng to this approved workt ng
schedu e.
Figure 49: Lessons Learned for Other e
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OTher/Vandal s, andal sm w as is contractor s resnons bi ly to take
a foreseen case in part of he precaJtions to avod t s knd of probems n
Sdade Luny nhre thnte ob s te
const rucon was bein held
0
Other/Changed Market Price, i s contrac or s respo nsnIty to ne a,,are
delay beyond the control of the of ;he market cond t ons and bid
contractor, DEPT. delayed the accord ngry
S completion of design
conseq-uentlypu the bdd ng
Period into a very unfavorade
bidding climate due to the
hurricanes and resuLting work
oads. Material prices increased
dur ng this de ay perod due, n
Vart, to overseas market
nfluences
Figure 27.6: Lessons Learned for Other f
4.4. Results and Recommendation
Based on the developed lessons learned, users can find lessons learned for similar
cases compared to their problems. There are some repeated lessons learned thorough out
the document, however, these are the most common mistakes or causes that disputes are
arisen from. Since each lesson has its own cause, it will be easier for the parties to look
for a lessons learned at a specific stage of project life cycle. For each stage in the project
duration, special headings were developed so that users can check for lessons learned for
the new cases.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Introduction
This is the last chapter of the study which will conclude all the study that had been
carried out. This section consisted of the literature review and findings of the study that
carried out in chapters 3, and 4.
5.2. Summary
From the research, in general terms, recurring mistakes on big projects are costly
among parties involved in construction projects (R.B Hellard (1987), D.A Langford
(1992), M. Smith (1992), and S.O. Cheung and C.H. Suen (2002)).
Disputes that arise from parties are mainly due to unforeseen conditions, schedule
delays, as well as changes and variation in material. To avoid these disputes that occurred
in the past, there are some lessons learned. However, many of the lessons learned are
under-utilized within transportation industry or mistakenly applied. There are many
problems faced by practitioners: Many of the existing lessons learned (a) theoretical, (b)
not readily useable, and (c) their reliability and benefits are not clear.
So, a new lessons learned document which is utilized and readily useable was
created to help industry benefit lessons learned much easier. First, to develop this
document, analysis of the existing disputes in DRB database was to be conducted district
by district. The characteristics of the disputes in the database were developed by
examining the previous studies done by researchers and disputes in the database. The
characteristics can be listed as follows; (1) materials, (2) quality, (3) safety, (4) plans and
specifications, (5) construction methods, (6) equipment, (7) third party hindrance, (8)
quantity variation, (9) unforeseen conditions, and (10) permit. According to the analysis,
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top three characteristics of disputes encountered in DRB database out of 262 disputes are;
(i) unforeseen conditions with sixty seven disputes (%26), (ii) quantity variation with fifty
eight disputes (%22), and plans & specifications with forty three disputes (%16).
Then, the disputes were analyzed according to the results of the cases. Out of 262
disputes only one dispute was submitted to DRB by FDOT, the remaining 261 disputes
were submitted by contractors. When the outcomes of the cases are compared, there is not
a huge difference in numbers. Out of 262 disputes, the contractors won 119 (% 45.42)
times, while FDOT won 133 (% 50.76) times. Moreover, ten times (% 3.82) the disputes
were concluded in negotiation.
Next, monetary value and time value of the disputes were discussed. Since each
dispute did not have monetary and/or time value, most of the them were categorized as
N/A. Monetary value of the disputes revealed that 188 disputes (%72) did not have any
monetary specified. The remaining seventy four reports were placed under the ranges
from $0-$49,999 to $150,000 & above. On the other hand, time value of the disputes
shown that 185 disputes (%71) did not have a specific time value. The remaining seventy
seven disputes are located under the ranges from 0-25 days to 76 day & above.
After analysis of the disputes in terms of characteristics, monetary value, time
value, and winner/loser, next step was to develop lessons learned. To develop a more
utilized, user friendly lessons learned documents, it was thought if each lesson could be
placed under one specific project stage, it would be easier to look for it. Project stages can
be listed as follows; permit, site work, foundation, construction, landscaping, and other.
Each stage has its own sub-stage or sub-stages. Out of 262 disputes, 153 disputes were
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placed under the construction stage (%58). The information about the number of disputes
for each stage was shown in detail.
Based on the developed lessons learned, in general it is aimed that users can look
for lessons in the document to avoid similar problems occurred in the past. Instead of
general lessons learned document, project stages are used as a guidance to help users
locate lessons learned more specifically and easily. During the project stages, problems
can be pinpointed and suitable lessons can be checked in the document. Moreover,
lessons learned document can be used to see in which stage of project; more attention is
needed to be paid. So that recurrence of the positive outcomes is supported while
recurrence of negative outcomes is avoided.
5.3. Research Contributions
The objective of this thesis was to develop a lessons learned document to avoid
recurrence of negative outcomes and to promote recurrence of positive outcomes for
FDOT projects.
This research contributed to the body of knowledge lessons learned document for
FDOT projects. The document focused on all project stages, related activities during a
project building phase from the pre-construction to the post-construction phase. The
content of the document was a compilation of suggestions, recommendations by different
DRB board members.
The lessons learned document can be used in several facets. First of all, parties
involved in construction project can use the document to identify how to avoid possible
future disputes. Secondly, parties that experienced the problems during the project can
use the document as a reference guide for resolving dispute.
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